Introduction {#sec1}
============

Iodide transport into the thyroid gland is a crucial step in thyroid hormone biosynthesis. Thus, defective iodide accumulation perturbs thyroid hormone status, thereby seriously affecting metabolism, growth, and maturation of a variety of organ systems.^[@ref1]^ Uptake of iodide from the blood plasma to the thyroid follicular cells is mediated by a glycoprotein expressed at the basolateral membrane---the sodium-iodide symporter (NIS; *SLC5A5* gene), which actively cotransports two sodium cations per iodide anion.^[@ref2],[@ref3]^ NIS couples an inward "uphill" translocation of iodide against its electrochemical gradient to the inward sodium gradient maintained by the Na^+^/K^+^-ATPase.^[@ref4]^ Significant efforts have been directed to study NIS-associated thyroid pathologies and have provided a detailed understanding of NIS function. Notably, NIS not only mediates active iodide transport in the thyroid but also in other tissues, including salivary glands, gastric mucosa, and lactating mammary gland.^[@ref5]^

Following NIS-mediated entry, iodide must move from the intracellular space and into the follicular lumen. This process has been attributed to different proteins that function as channels and/or transporters located on the apical side of the thyroid follicular cells.^[@ref6]^ Initially, because mutations in *SLC26A4* lead to Pendred syndrome, an autosomal recessive disorder characterized by sensorineural deafness, goiter, and impaired iodide organification, Pendrin (PDS), an anion transporter capable of exchanging chloride by iodide, was implicated in the apical exit of iodide.^[@ref7],[@ref8]^ Subsequently, the physiological role of Pendrin as the singular or predominant apical iodide transporter has been questioned. *In vivo* biochemical assays showed that Pendrin may participate in the iodide efflux into thyroid lumen but not uniquely.^[@ref9],[@ref10]^ Moreover, Pendrin knockout mice showed no disruption of thyroid function.^[@ref11]^ Thus, other proteins have been suggested as mediators of apical iodide efflux in thyroid. These include, for example: ClC-5, a voltage-gated chloride channel;^[@ref12]^ CFTR, the cystic fibrosis transmembrane conductance regulator;^[@ref13]^ TMEM16A (also known as anoctamin-1), a Ca^2+^-activated chloride channel;^[@ref14]^ and SMCT1, a sodium-coupled monocarboxylate transporter.^[@ref15],[@ref16]^ In particular, SMCT1, a sodium-dependent cotransporter of monocarboxylates and short-chain fatty acids encoded by the *SLC5A8* gene, warrants further scrutiny. SMCT1 is localized on the apical membrane of diverse epithelia such as colon, kidney, brain, and thyroid.^[@ref17]^ Both SMCT1 and NIS share significant homology on both nucleotide and amino acid levels. Because NIS and SMCT1 localize to opposite surfaces of thyroid epithelial cells---NIS basolaterally and SMCT1 apically, a role for SMCT1 in passive iodide efflux was proposed.^[@ref16]^ Intriguingly, *Xenopus* oocyte expression studies demonstrated that SMCT1 transports a wide variety of monocarboxylates, but transport of iodide or other inorganic anions was not observed under the conditions of the study.^[@ref17]^ Moreover, findings of normal thyroid function in *Slc5a8* knockout mice called into question the role for SMCT1 in thyroid iodide transport.^[@ref18]^ Subsequently, functional expression studies indicated that, at low external sodium concentrations, SMCT1 can permit an anionic leak current bearing NO~3~^--^ \> I^--^ \> Br^--^ \> Cl^--^ selectivity. These findings, therefore, argue that SMCT1 plays a role in iodide accumulation within the thyroid follicular lumen.^[@ref15]^

Previous work on hNIS identified key residues for basolateral sodium and iodide transport in thyroid. Based on the significant sequence similarity between hNIS and hSMCT1, we therefore hypothesize that homologous residues in hSMCT1 may confer similar function. For example, sodium ion binding essential for the transport cycle of hNIS has been associated with residue T354;^[@ref19]^ this is homologous to T352 in hSMCT1. With respect to iodide transport, a compound heterozygous G93R/T354P hNIS mutation was found in patients with iodide transport defects. Expression of either T354P or G93R mutants in COS-7 cells demonstrated minimal iodide uptake activity, confirming that these hNIS mutations directly cause the iodide transport deficiency observed in these patients.^[@ref20]^ The implications of these observations prompted Paroder-Belenitsky et al.^[@ref21]^ to evaluate iodide transport for various amino acid substitutions at position 93 in hNIS. Each mutant displayed a different level of iodide transport activity with a clear pattern: the longer the side chain, the lower the iodide uptake. The G93T hNIS mutant is particularly relevant for comparing hNIS and hSMCT1. Compared to wild-type hNIS, G93T hNIS has an approximately 18-fold higher *K*~m~ (lower apparent affinity) for iodide and 5-fold higher *K*~m~ for sodium.^[@ref21]^ Notably, hSMCT1 contains a threonine residue at position 91, corresponding to position 93 in hNIS. These observations suggest the hypothesis that hSMCT1 can transport iodide under particular conditions, albeit with a lower iodide affinity and at a lower transport rate than hNIS. Thus, the specific residue at this key position might determine the distinct iodide transport behavior of the two proteins.

Taken together, these lines of evidence prompted us to perform a computational study of hSMCT1, with special emphasis on the T91 and T352 residues. Given that the interaction of iodide in hNIS has been much more comprehensively studied, we applied the same computational techniques to hNIS as validation, and, furthermore, compared the roles of the T91 and T352 residues of hSMCT1 to the homologous residues of hNIS (G93 and T354). To address the controversy regarding iodide transport in hSMCT1, here we examine molecular models for both proteins and utilize the precision offered by these models to characterize putative sodium and iodide binding pockets. Although it is currently computationally infeasible to perform molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of the complete transport cycle, here we make use of MD and free-energy calculation techniques^[@ref22],[@ref23]^ to determine if regions of high iodide affinity appear in the proteins. The absence of a region of high iodide affinity strongly suggests a lack of significant iodide transport, while the presence of such a region makes iodide transport plausible. It should be noted, however, that the simulations cannot provide unequivocal evidence of iodide transport. Our simulations employ the CHARMM Drude polarizable force field,^[@ref24]^ which provides a physically sound representation of the interaction between the highly polarizable iodide ion and the protein. Indeed, the iodide ion has the greatest atomic polarizability of any atom type currently represented in this force field.

Methods {#sec2}
=======

Molecular Modeling {#sec2.1}
------------------

To compare hSMCT1 and hNIS (UniProtKB codes Q8N695 and Q92911), we built molecular models of both proteins, using the identical modeling protocol. We searched for a template structure using Psi-Blast v2.2.30^[@ref25]^ on the nonredundant Protein Data Bank (PDB) database, as well as HHPred from HHsuite v3.0^[@ref26]^ on a nonredundant PDB sequence database clustered at 70% sequence identity. The structure of the sodium/galactose transporter from *Vibrio parahemolyticus* (vSGLT), in an inward-facing conformation (PDB code 3DH4),^[@ref27]^ was selected as the most suitable template for the two target proteins, exhibiting in both cases ≈72% coverage. In preparation for modeling, preliminary pairwise sequence alignments---i.e., hSMCT1/vSGLT and hNIS/vSGLT---were constructed using the AlignMe server v1.1 in PS mode.^[@ref28]^ Adjustments to the initial alignments were made to optimize the agreement with PSIPRED v3.3^[@ref29]^ secondary structure and TOPCONS v2.0^[@ref30]^ transmembrane predictions and to reduce the number of residues with low stereochemical quality as evaluated by PROCHECK v3.5.^[@ref31]^ After each refinement of the alignments, 100 iterations of model building were performed and the effect on the residues was evaluated using the PROCHECK and ProQM^[@ref32]^ scores. In the final alignments, 20.1% of the residues were identical for hNIS and vSGLT as estimated over the whole sequence, excluding residues 1--52 in the N terminus, residues 466--517 between TM12 and TM13, and residues 550--643 in the C terminus, for which there is not a structural template. In the case of hSMCT1 and vSGLT, the identity was 22.1% excluding residues 1--50 in the N terminus, residues 463--518 between TM12 and TM13, and residues 545--610 in the C terminus. The refined alignments were then used to build a total of 2000 homology models of hSMCT1 and hNIS on the basis of vSGLT using MODELLER v9.13.^[@ref33]^ The residues excluded in the final alignments were not modeled. The best hSMCT1 and hNIS models were selected as those with the lowest Molpdf energy value of MODELLER and the highest PROCHECK and global ProQM scores. The final models were of excellent quality according to PROCHECK, with 99.7% of the residues in the favored and additional allowed regions of the Ramachandran plot for both proteins. The global ProQM score was 0.721 for hNIS and hSMCT1 reaches a value of 0.734, which compares well with that of the template structure (0.731). Values of 0.7 are typical of membrane protein structures solved by X-ray crystallography. To identify residues involved in sodium and iodide binding in hSMCT1 and hNIS based on previous reported biochemical data, the final models in an inward-facing conformation were structurally compared using PyMOL v1.7.7 (Schrödinger, LLC). The position of both protein models in the membrane was defined by their superposition onto that of vSGLT, which was determined with the Orientation of Proteins in Membranes (OPM) server.^[@ref34]^ The final representative hNIS and hSMCT1 models are available from the Protein Model DataBase (<https://bioinformatics.cineca.it/PMDB/>) with accession number PM0080745 and PM0080746, respectively.

Sequence Analysis {#sec2.2}
-----------------

Protein sequences of all known members of the solute:sodium symporter family (SSS, transporter classification database \[TCDB\] 2.A.21) were searched against the UniprotKB database.^[@ref35]^ A total of 1055 sequences were found, which were sorted by length and clustered at 90% identity using the UCLUST v1.2 algorithm.^[@ref36]^ Short sequences (\<400 amino acids long) were excluded, leaving 405 homologues of vSGLT, hNIS, and hSMCT1. A multiple-sequence alignment was then built with the MAFFT server^[@ref37]^ and analyzed with Jalview v2.8.2.^[@ref38]^ The conservation of residues was estimated as residue probabilities for the whole multiple-sequence alignment using the Weblogo v3.4 server.^[@ref39]^

Computational Docking {#sec2.3}
---------------------

For the purpose of inserting iodide into putative binding pockets predicted for hSMCT1 and hNIS molecular models, docking simulations using AutoDock v4.2.6^[@ref40]^ were performed. Both the iodide ion and the proteins were prepared for docking by AutoDockTools v1.5.6,^[@ref40]^ assigning Gasteiger partial charges. A grid box of size 40 Å × 40 Å × 40 Å and spacing 0.375 Å was built around the putative iodide binding pocket for each target protein, with the grid center defined as the mass center of the residues F67, F87, M90, G93, Q94, W255, and Y257 for hNIS and the residues F65, F85, F88, T91, Y92, W253, and Y257 for hSMCT1. Those binding pockets include residues within 10 Å of G93 and T91 for hNIS and hSMCT1, respectively. The grid parameters were generated using AutoGrid v4.2.6 and the Lamarckian genetic algorithm^[@ref41]^ was used to perform a search of the configurational space of the iodide--protein system. In order to select the best scoring docked conformation, analysis of the results was performed using AutoDockTools v1.5.6. It should be noted that AutoDock was used only to choose the initial position of the iodide ion for the equilbration calculations and to obtain a very rough idea of the affinity. Free energy calculations, sampling a large region of the interior of the proteins, were subsequently carried out to estimate the binding position of iodide using the more accurate Drude force field.

MD Simulation {#sec2.4}
-------------

The lowest energy conformation of each ion-bound complex---namely, hNIS:iodide and hSMCT1:iodide---were used as starting point to evaluate the specific interactions between iodide and the two target wild-type (WT) proteins through MD simulations. In addition, hNIS and hSMCT1 ion-bound mutants were simulated, which were built by replacing G93 by Thr in the WT hNIS:iodide complex, and T91 by Gly in hSMCT1:iodide. Each WT and mutated complex was embedded in a pre-equilibrated 2,3 dipalmitoyl-[d]{.smallcaps}-glycero-1-phosphatidylcholine (DPPC) bilayer solvated with explicit water molecules. The position of the complexes in the membrane was defined after their superposition onto the vSGLT structure, for which the membrane orientation was determined with the OPM server.^[@ref34]^ Sodium and chloride ions (0.15 M NaCl) were added to the aqueous phase to ensure charge neutrality. The systems were initially prepared in the context of the CHARMM36 nonpolarizable additive force field;^[@ref42]^ then, systems compatible with the Drude polarizable force field^[@ref43]^ were generated using the "Drude Prepper" module from the CHARMM-GUI server.^[@ref44]^ TIP3P water molecules were automatically turned into the simple water model, 4-point with negative Drude particle (SWM4-NDP).^[@ref45]^ The initial configurations of the systems were optimized by means of an energy minimization algorithm, initially on only the Drude particles and then all atoms. This was followed by an equilibration and relaxation in a ≈22 ns MD simulation at 323 K in the isobaric--isothermal ensemble. This temperature was required to maintain the fluidity of the DPPC membrane (currently DPPC is the only lipid available for the Drude force field).^[@ref46]^ Soft harmonic restraints were applied to the protein backbone (N, C, C~α~, and O atoms) during the first 2.5 ns of simulation, which were gradually decreased from 60 to 0.5 kcal mol^--1^ Å^--2^. The 0.5 kcal mol^--1^ Å^--2^ levels were maintained throughout all simulations. Constant temperature (323 K) was enforced using a Langevin thermostat with a damping coefficient of 5 ps^--1^. Constant pressure (101.325 kPa) was enforced using the Langevin piston method.^[@ref47]^ Long-range electrostatic interactions were computed using the particle-mesh Ewald summation method,^[@ref48]^ with a smooth real-space cutoff applied between 10 and 12 Å. All covalent bonds involving hydrogen as well as the intramolecular geometries of water were constrained.^[@ref49]^ The Verlet-I/r-RESPA multiple time-step integrator^[@ref50]^ was used with a time step of 1 fs. The temperature of the Drude oscillator was fixed at 1 K, and a reflective hard-wall constraint was applied to impose a maximum distance of 0.25 Å between the Drude particle and its parent atom's nucleus.^[@ref24]^ All MD simulations were performed using the program NAMD v2.10^[@ref51]^ and analyzed with VMD v1.9.2.^[@ref52]^ The root mean-square deviation (RMSD) for the position of backbone and side chain atoms in the simulated systems was utilized to appraise protein stability and thermodynamic equilibrium. The bulk of the calculations were performed using resources provided by the Extreme Science and Engineering Discovery Environment.^[@ref53]^

Free Energy Calculation {#sec2.5}
-----------------------

To determine the relative iodide affinity in the putative binding pockets predicted for hNIS and hSMCT1, the adaptive biasing force (ABF) method^[@ref22],[@ref23]^ was applied. The ion-bound WT (hNIS and hSMCT1) and mutant (G93T hNIS and T91G hSMCT1) structures of both proteins were analyzed. After minimization and equilibration of the WT and mutated systems using the MD protocol described above, a transition coordinate emulating the iodide transport pathway was defined with the Caver v3.0.1 program.^[@ref54]^ The starting point for the calculation of the transport pathway was the center of mass of the Cα atoms of residues F67, F87, M90, G93, Q94, W255, and Y257 for WT and G93T hNIS, and the residues F65, F85, F88, T91, Y92, W253, and Y257 for WT and T91G hSMCT1. In all cases, the transport pathways were not linear, so the path was divided into seven points **p**~1~ to **p**~7~ situated about 3.5 Å from each other. For each protein system, six ABF calculations were performed, each associated with a line segment between consecutive points on the path. The potential of mean force (PMF) for each window was calculated as a function of the distance along the vector from point **p**~*i*~ to point **p**~*i*+1~, i.e. the transition coordinate for the segment beginning at point *i* was *s*~*i*~ = (**R** -- **p**~*i*~)·(**p**~*i*+1~ -- **p**~*i*~)/\|**p**~*i*+1~ -- **p**~*i*~\|, where **R** is the position of the iodide ion. The ABF calculations were performed using the Colvars module^[@ref55]^ of NAMD v2.10.^[@ref51]^ The domain of each calculation was 0 ≤ *s*~*i*~ ≤ 3.5 Å, and force samples were collected in bins having widths of 0.1 Å to capture small-scale variations in the PMF. All calculations were performed using the simulation conditions described in the preceding section ([MD Simulation](#sec2.4){ref-type="other"}) for 24--68 ns of simulated time for windows 1 and 2, and 14--22 ns for the remaining windows, totaling 202 ns for WT hNIS, 214 ns for G93T hNIS, 141 ns for WT hSMCT1, and 115 ns for T91G hSMCT1. The convergence of the calculations was evaluated by comparing the gradient of the free energy of the first and second half of the length of the simulations (see the [Supporting Information (SI)](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jcim.7b00521/suppl_file/ci7b00521_si_001.pdf)).

The PMF for each path segment were computed along different directions, and therefore could not simply be concatenated. Instead, the resulting PMFs *w*~*i*~(*s*~*i*~) were combined with the statistics of the iodide ion position to construct full three-dimensional PMFs *W*(*x*, *y*, *z*). For each segment *i*, we consider an orthonormal coordinate frame (*s*~*i*~, *t*~*i*~, *u*~*i*~) with the first axis parallel to the line segment **p**~*i*+1~ -- **p**~*i*~ with an origin at **p**~*i*~. In each segment, we calculated P~*i*~(*t*~*i*~, *u*~*i*~\|*s*~*i*~), the probability distribution of the coordinates orthogonal to the line segment for a given value of *s*~*i*~ during the ABF simulations. From this, we generated a three-dimensional PMF bywhere *x*, *y*, and *z* were computed from (*s*~*i*~, *t*~*i*~, *u*~*i*~) by a transformation to global coordinate frame. In practice, the values of *w*~*i*~(s~*i*~) and P~*i*~(*t*~*i*~, *u*~*i*~\|*s*~*i*~) were defined on evenly spaced grids in the (*s*~*i*~, *t*~*i*~, *u*~*i*~) coordinate frame, and cubic interpolation^[@ref56]^ was used to calculate *W*~*i*~(*x*, *y*, *z*) on a grid aligned with the global (*x*, *y*, *z*) coordinate frame. This grid had a resolution of 0.3 Å in all three directions. As the 3D PMFs, *W*~*i*~(*x*, *y*, *z*), had arbitrary reference potentials, the potential values were shifted so that overlapping regions among different *W*~*i*~(*x*, *y*, *z*) possessed the same average value. The shifted PMFs were then combined, with the values in overlapping regions calculated as averages weighted by the number of samples contributing to P~*i*~(*t*~*i*~, *u*~*i*~\|*s*~*i*~). The result was a single 3D PMF, *W*(*x*, *y*, *z*), for each protein system, which described the free-energy at accessible positions along the pathway. The PMFs were anchored so that the average in a small region about 10 Å along the pathway from the center of the pocket to the cytoplasmic exit is zero. The free energies should be comparable between the WT and mutant of the same cotransporter (hNIS or hSMCT1) because the distance of this anchor point from the mutated residue is about 17 Å; however, direct comparison between the free energies of hNIS and hSMCT1 is questionable. Uncertainties in the free energies were estimated by partitioning the ABF samples into two halves, repeating all calculations on each half separately, and taking the uncertainty to be the difference in the two resulting values. Further details on the convergence of the ABF calculations are provided in Figure S2--5 of the [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jcim.7b00521/suppl_file/ci7b00521_si_001.pdf).

Simulation Analysis {#sec2.6}
-------------------

The residues within 6--8 Å of the iodide ion were analyzed for both WT and mutated hNIS and hSMCT1 proteins over the trajectories of MD simulation. Particularly, the distance between the iodide and indole NH group of W255 for hNIS and W253 for hSMCT1, as well as the distance between this NH group and the C~α~ atom of residue 93 (hNIS) or residue 91 (hSMCT), was determined. The initial nonequilibrium portion of each trajectory was discarded for the analyses. All figures were generated using PyMOL v1.7.7 (Schrödinger, LLC) and VMD v1.9.2.^[@ref52]^

Calculations with Protein Fragments {#sec2.7}
-----------------------------------

To further corroborate the estimations of iodide affinity, we performed free energy calculations using the ABF method^[@ref22],[@ref23]^ on fragments of our hNIS and hSMCT1 models and mutants. The fragments consisted of portions of TM2, TM3, TM7, and TM11, specifically residues 53 to 100, 242 to 298, and 412 to 437, inclusive, for hNIS, and residues 51 to 98, 240 to 296, and 410 to 435 for hSMCT1. The proteins were simulated in periodic boxes of aqueous NaCl solution (0.15 M), with equilibrium sizes of about 46 Å × 50 Å × 57 Å. The simulation conditions were similar to those described in the section [MD Simulation](#sec2.4){ref-type="other"}, except that a 0.5 fs time step was used. The transition coordinate (*u*) in the ABF simulations was the position of the iodide ion projected along a line passing through the position of lowest iodide free-energy for WT hNIS predicted in the section [Free Energy Calculation](#sec2.5){ref-type="other"} and another point in the solution far from the protein. ABF was applied along the transition coordinate on the interval −0.9 ≤ *u* ≤ 13.0 Å using a bin size of 0.1 Å. A harmonic restraint was applied when the distance between the iodide ion and the line defining the transition coordinate surpassed 4.7 Å, keeping the ion within a cylinder of approximately this radius. The standard binding free energy was calculated by^[@ref57]^where β = 1/(*k*~B~*T*) is the inverse thermal energy, *R* = 4.7 Å is the radius of the restraining cylinder, and *C*~0~ is the standard concentration (1/1660.5389 Å^3^). The integration limits, *a* and *b*, where chosen to be *a* = −0.9 Å and *b* = 4.0 Å. The choice of *a* and *b* mattered little for the hNIS models, as long as the free energy minima near *u* = 0 were included. However, the weak affinity seen for the hSMCT1 models made it difficult to define the bound region, and the choice of *b* could have a large effect on Δ*G*°. The ABF simulations comprised 290--320 ns of simulated time for each of the four systems. Uncertainties in the resulting free energies were estimated by comparing the force samples from the two halves of each simulation.^[@ref58]^

Results {#sec3}
=======

Models of hNIS and hSMCT1 in an Inward-Facing Conformation {#sec3.1}
----------------------------------------------------------

Paroder-Belenitsky and colleagues previously reported a hNIS homology model.^[@ref21]^ However, in order to ensure consistency in the present comparisons of sequence and structural similarity between hSMCT1 and hNIS, we built models of both proteins using an identical, standard modeling protocol. Considering that both the sodium-iodide symporter (NIS, TCDB 2.A.21.5.1) and the sodium-coupled monocarboxylate transporter (SMCT1, TCDB 2.A.21.5.3) belong to the SSS protein family, the crystal structure of vSGLT, a member of this family, was selected as the most suitable template for modeling. The vSGLT structure was captured in an inward-facing conformation, with a galactose-binding site occluded from the outside solution by hydrophobic residues and a predicted sodium-binding site based on a comparison with the LeuT transporter.^[@ref27]^ Thus, as in the template, the hNIS and hSMCT1 models also represent an inward-facing state of the protein. Notably, vSGLT has 14 TM segments with both the N- and C-termini exposed to the extracellular milieu; however, a core of 13 TM segments is a shared feature of the SSS family. In fact, NIS and SMCT1 from *Homo sapiens* were predicted to have 13 α-helical TM segments, with the N-terminus facing the extracellular medium and the C-terminus facing the cytoplasm ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} A). Because the conformation of TM1 was not physically well represented in the vSGLT crystal structure used for modeling, resultant hNIS and hSMCT1 models contained 12 of 13 membrane-spanning helices.

![Structural modeling of hSMCT1 and hNIS using the vSGLT transporter as a template. (A) Schematic representation of hSMCT1/hNIS topology with the N- and C-terminus exposed to the extracellular medium and cytoplasm, respectively. The helices on the red triangular background comprise repeat 1, while repeat 2 is composed of the helices on the blue triangular background. (B) Helix representation of the hSMCT1 model, rendered with Bendix,^[@ref89]^ in an inward-facing conformation viewed from the plane of the membrane, with the extracellular side at the top. The helices are colored according to the topology with triangular backgrounds indicating the orientation of repeats. The position of the protein in the membrane was defined after its superposition onto that of vSGLT, which was determined with the OPM server.^[@ref34]^ The hNIS model shows a similar fold. (C) Ensemble of the refined sequence alignments (vSGLT/hNIS and vSGLT/hSMCT1) used for modeling. The alignment is colored according to the chemical properties of the residues: gray, aliphatic (A, I, L, M, and V); cyan, polar uncharged (N, Q, S, and T); yellow, aromatic (F, W, and Y); red, acidic (D and E); purple, basic (K, R, and H); pink, exceptional (C, G and P). The secondary structure (helix) assignment for the vSGLT crystal structure was obtained with DSSP^[@ref90]^ and is indicated by dark blue rectangles.](ci-2017-00521e_0007){#fig1}

As shown in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B, for the hSMCT1 model (and hNIS model as well) the transmembrane helices are arranged in two structural repeats of five TMs each (TM2--6 and TM7--11), which are related by 2-fold pseudosymmetry with an axis that runs normal to the membrane and between the two halves. The inverted pseudosymmetric fold has been identified as a common pattern of secondary active transporters^[@ref59],[@ref60]^ and appears to facilitate the alternating-access mechanism of substrate transport across the membrane. Although not related by function, the vSGLT template and both hNIS and hSMCT1 proteins modeled here share an alternate-access mechanism with tight coupling between sodium and substrate transport. Moreover, for hNIS and hSMCT1, the sequence identity with vSGLT is 20.1% and 22.1%, respectively, while the similarity reaches 44.3% for hNIS and 42.8% for hSMCT1 ([Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). Members of the same protein family often share the same tertiary fold, despite having relatively low sequence identity.^[@ref61]^ Because vSGLT and hNIS/hSMCT1 are members of the SSS family, our models can be expected to have correct large-scale structure. Further facilitating our comparative study is the considerable conservation between hNIS and hSMCT1 themselves; overall, they show 51.1% sequence identity and 71.4% sequence similarity.

Conserved Sodium Binding Site in hNIS and hSMCT1 {#sec3.2}
------------------------------------------------

Previous biochemical analysis of iodide uptake in hNIS revealed that five polar residues, including four with hydroxy moieties (T351, S353, T354, S356) and one amide (N360), located in the TM9 segment play a key role in Na^+^/iodide cotransport.^[@ref19]^ Superimposing the hNIS model onto the vSGLT crystal structure showed that these residues were found in the same region as the sodium binding site indicated by the crystal structure of vSGLT.^[@ref27]^ We sought, therefore, to identify all residues near this region in the hNIS and hSMCT1 models possibly contributing to sodium binding. In particular, we analyzed polar and acidic side chains within 8 Å of the superimposed sodium ion of vSGLT. In the hNIS model, we found 12 residues putatively coordinating a sodium ion in this position, including: S66 and S69 in TM2; T190, D191 and Q194 in TM6; S349, T351, S353, T354, S356 and T357 in TM9; and, Q263 in TM7 ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). Superimposing the hSMCT1 model onto vSGLT reveals a sodium-binding pocket nearly identical to that predicted for hNIS. The sodium binding pocket comprises the homologous residues S64 and S67 in TM2; T188, D189 and Q192 in TM6; S347, T349, S351, T352, S354 and S355 in TM9; and, Q261 in TM7 ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). Notably, while this work was being developed, Ferrandino et al. reported computational and biochemical data supporting the role of residues S66, D191, Q194, and Q263 in coordinating sodium in hNIS at the Na2 site,^[@ref62]^ providing independent confirmation of our findings. We propose, therefore, that at least one sodium ion involved in hNIS and hSMCT1 substrate transport is coordinated by a binding pocket conserved between both proteins.

![Predicted sodium-binding sites in hNIS and hSMCT1 and the conservation of associated residues. After superimposing the models on the vSGLT crystal structure, a putative sodium-binding site was predicted for (A) hNIS and (B) hSMCT1. The sodium ion reported in vSGLT, used as a reference point for our analysis, is shown as a purple sphere. The predicted sodium-binding site conserved in both models involves residues in TM2, TM6, TM7, and TM9 segments, which are shown in a cartoon representation and colored as in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The putative sodium-coordinating residues are displayed as sticks colored by atom type (oxygen in red and nitrogen in blue). The participation of residues S66, D191, Q194, and Q263 in hNIS-mediated iodide uptake has been recently demonstrated by experiments.^[@ref62]^ The hNIS and hSMCT1 models are oriented with the extracellular side toward the top of the page. (C) Sequence logo illustrating conservation of the residues (indicated with arrows) predicted to coordinate the Na^+^ ion. The conservation was evaluated among 405 members of the SSS family. The residue colors are as follows: polar (G, S, T, Y, and C) in green, amide-terminated (N and Q) in purple, basic (K, R, and H) in blue, acidic (D and E) in red, and hydrophobic (A, V, L, I, P, W, F, and M) in black. Numbering follows the sequence of hNIS.](ci-2017-00521e_0001){#fig2}

Notwithstanding the fact that hNIS and hSMCT1 have been described as possessing different functions, the two transporters seem to share important residues coordinating sodium transport. Here, we evaluate the conservation of these residues in all members reported of the SSS family ([Figure [2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C). At position 66/64 of hNIS/hSMCT1, this analysis showed a preponderance of polar or acidic residues, namely T, D, or S; while at position 69/67, serine was highly conserved. The TM6 segment (residues 190--194 in hNIS and 188--192 in hSMCT1) exhibited a T\[DQ\]xx\[QK\] motif, and at position 263/261 in the TM7 segment a glutamine residue was mostly conserved. Between residues 349--357/347--355 in TM9, a S\[TS\]xϕ\[SG\] motif was observed, where ϕ is usually A, S, D, or N. Curiously, a motif similar to that found in TM9, including polar and acidic residues, has been described previously to coordinate sodium ions in transporters of the divalent anion/Na^+^ symporter (DASS, TCDB 2.A.47) family;^[@ref63]^ and recently, the same pattern was found in the *p*-aminobenzoyl-glutamate transporter (AbgT, TCDB 2.A.68) family.^[@ref64]^ It should be noted, that in DASS and AbgT these motifs were identified in helical hairpins, whereas in SSS the S\[TS\]xϕ\[SG\] motif is part of a canonical helix.

Putative Residues Involved in Iodide Binding in hNIS and hSMCT1 {#sec3.3}
---------------------------------------------------------------

It is well-known that active iodide uptake across the basolateral membrane in the thyroid is mediated by NIS. However, the precise molecular mechanisms by which this protein binds and transports iodide from the blood plasma to the thyroid follicular cells has not yet been completely elucidated. Informed by a previous site-directed mutagenesis study of the G93, W255 and Y259 hNIS residues,^[@ref21]^ our hNIS model representing an inward-facing conformation of the protein enabled us to identify a putative iodide-binding pocket. The binding site comprises residues situated within the membrane-spanning helices TM2, TM3, and TM7, including: F67, Q72, F87, M90, C91, G93, Q94, W255, and Y259 ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A). All these residues line an aqueous cavity of the protein, except G93, which is in close contact with W255, the role of which is further described in following sections. Interestingly, after superimposing the hNIS model onto the vSGLT crystal structure, we observed that the predicted iodide-binding pocket is equivalent in position to the galactose-binding site in vSGLT, suggesting an underlying mechanistic unity for substrate transport across the SSS family members.

![Predicted iodide-binding pockets in hNIS and hSMCT1 and the conservation of associated residues. For the (A) hNIS and (B) hSMCT1 models, these sites involve the transmembrane TM2, TM3, and TM7 segments, which are shown in a cartoon representation and colored as in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The nine putative residues coordinating iodide in both models are displayed as sticks colored by atom type (oxygen in red, nitrogen in blue, and sulfur in light yellow). Residues G93/T91 are highlighted in blue. G93 in hNIS was found to be mutated in patients with goitrous hypothyroidism. The galactose (Gal) molecule reported in vSGLT is located near the predicted iodide position in the models and is shown here for reference as transparent blue and red sticks. The predicted iodide binding cavities are displayed with the extracellular side toward the top of the page. (C) Sequence alignment between hNIS and hSMCT1 showing the conservation of residues proposed to coordinate iodide. The alignment is colored according to the chemical properties of the residues as in [Figure [1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}. The secondary structure assignments obtained with PSIPRED (helix) are indicated by dark blue rectangles. Arrows indicate the residues involved in iodide binding according to our prediction.](ci-2017-00521e_0002){#fig3}

We compared our hSMCT1 model with hNIS to determine whether a similar substrate-binding cavity appeared in the former. Coady et al. recently reported that SMCT1 possesses an anionic leak current (with selectivity NO~3~^--^ \> I^--^ \> Br^--^ \> Cl^--^) that becomes significant at low external sodium concentration (under conditions of their experiment), which may represent a second function for SMCT1 in addition to coupled short chain fatty acid transport.^[@ref15]^ Through a structural comparison between hNIS and hSMCT1, we observed that both proteins possess a pocket with many similarities. In hSMCT1, that cavity is formed by residues F65, T70, F85, F88, A89, T91, Y92, W253, and Y257 ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B). Interestingly, four of these residues are conserved between hNIS and hSMCT1 (F67/F65, F87/F85, W255/W253, and Y259/Y257). However, the remaining residues critical to iodide binding in hNIS---Q72, M90, C91, G93, and Q94---are replaced, respectively, by T70, F88, A89, T91, and Y92 in hSMCT1 ([Figure [3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C). We hypothesize that the difference between G93 in hNIS and the homologous residue T91 in hSMCT1 may play a crucial role in the iodide transport mediated by both proteins, considering the pathological effect observed in patients expressing a compound heterozygous G93R/T354P in hNIS.^[@ref20]^ Indeed, Paroder-Belenitsky et al.^[@ref21]^ performed several substitutions at position 93 in hNIS---including G93T/S/N/Q/E/D/A, with a clear pattern: the longer the side chain at this position, the higher the *K*~m~ for the anion substrates and the lower the iodide affinity.

Iodide Free Energy in hNIS and hSMCT1 {#sec3.4}
-------------------------------------

The potential role of hSMCT1 in iodide transport has been widely discussed. The first overexpression studies in two mammalian cell lines, African green monkey kidney (COS-7) and Chinese hamster ovary (CHO), suggested this capability,^[@ref16]^ whereas SMCT1 expression in MDCK (Madin-Darby Canine Kidney) cells exhibited no iodide transport and the protein was implicated in Na^+^-dependent monocarboxylate transport in thyroid cells.^[@ref17]^ In a later study, however, hSMCT1 showed a sodium-sensitive anionic leak current that could potentially explain the electrogenic transport of iodide in the thyroid.^[@ref15]^ Thus, to determine the potential for iodide transport by hSMCT1, we evaluated the binding free energy of iodide in the binding pocket predicted for wild-type hNIS and hSMCT1. The critical role of residues G93 in hNIS and T91 in hSMCT1 in determining this parameter also was evaluated by assessing the effects of the reciprocal mutations, G93T and T91G, in hNIS and hSMCT1, respectively. [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A shows that, in their inward-facing conformations, the hNIS and hSMCT1 models exhibit an access tunnel from which the presumed iodide-binding pocket connects with the cytoplasm. We defined a transition coordinate along this tunnel to calculate the free-energy landscape for iodide binding in the inward-facing conformation. Particularly, we analyzed the statistics of the iodide ion position along this coordinate to construct fully three-dimensional potentials of mean force of iodide in the access tunnels of hNIS WT, hNIS G93T, hSMCT1 WT, and hSMCT1 T91G, represented in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B--E.

![Free-energy calculation of iodide binding to hNIS and hSMCT1. (A) Image showing the putative binding site and proposed iodide exit pathway through hNIS, indicating their position relative to the complete protein. (B--E) Magnification of the binding site and iodide entry/exit pathway in wild-type and mutant hNIS and hSMCT1. The 3D free-energy map is represented by purple surfaces, where regions with free energies \< −1 and \< −3 kcal/mol relative to the value at a reference position are enclosed by transparent and solid surfaces, respectively. The C atoms of the W255/253 are green, and those of residue 93/91 are orange. The residues with C atoms in cyan are those within 4.5 Å of the minimum free energy.](ci-2017-00521e_0003){#fig4}

For WT hNIS ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B), a relatively large region of low free energy was observed, having a deep minimum ([Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}) located within 3.5 Å of the side chains of F67, Q72, C91, and Q94. As shown in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C, the position of this free energy minimum in the WT is occupied by W255 in the hNIS G93T mutant, displacing the free energy minimum toward Q72 and leading to a smaller region of low free energy and a weaker overall affinity. The iodide at the minimum free energy position is coordinated (within 3.5 Å) by the same residues as in the WT, with the addition of I292. Additional regions of low free-energy were also seen along the transition coordinate used for the ABF calculations, suggesting an iodide transport pathway through hNIS to reach the interior of the thyroid follicular cells.

###### Minimum Free Energy Values in the 3D Free Energy Map of Iodide in Each Complete Cotransporter Model and the Estimated Standard Binding Free Energy Calculated for Fragments of Each Model

  system        min free energy for full system (kcal/mol)[a](#t1fn1){ref-type="table-fn"}   standard Δ*G* for protein fragment (kcal/mol)
  ------------- ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------------------------------------------
  hNIS WT       --7.6 ± 0.5                                                                  --0.9 ± 0.4
  hNIS G93T     --6.3 ± 0.6                                                                  0.3 ± 0.2
  hSMCT1 WT     --2.8 ± 0.6                                                                  1.9 ± 0.2
  hSMCT1 T91G   --6.1 ± 0.9                                                                  1.4 ± 0.2

Values may not be directly comparable between hNIS and hSMCT1 (see text).

[Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B and C (hNIS WT and hNIS G93T) can be directly compared because, as described in [Methods](#sec2){ref-type="other"}, the free energy maps are anchored at point far from the mutation. Likewise, [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D and E (hSMCT1 WT and hSMCT1 T91G) should also be directly comparable. However, comparisons between hNIS and hSMCT1 could be called into question due to a slightly different environment of iodide at the point to which the potential of mean force was anchored. Despite this caveat, there are clear similarities in the location of low free energy regions along the tunnel between the 3D free-energy maps for hNIS and hSMCT1. For instance, a conserved phenylalanine (F67 in hNIS and F65 hSMCT1) lies close to the position of minimum free energy for all four systems. On the other hand, both hSMCT1 WT and hSMCT1 T91G appear to show weaker iodide affinity than either hNIS systems. Indeed, for hSMCT1 WT, the region of low free energy is poorly defined and hardly exists at all ([Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D). The glutamine residues that make contact with iodide in hNIS (Q72 and Q94) are replaced with threonine and tyrosine (T70 and Y92) in hSMCT1. T70 remains within 3.5 Å of the minimum free energy position of iodide in hSMCT1 WT, whereas Y92 appears key for binding iodide in hSMCT1 T91G. Like the hNIS G93T mutant, a portion of hSMCT1 WT's pocket is occupied by a tryptophan (W253), apparently discouraging iodide binding. In the hSMCT1 T91G mutant, the side chain of W253 is packed into the wall of the pocket, similar to its position in hNIS WT. Overall, our analysis suggests that iodide binding is facilitated by interactions with aromatic and primary amide side chains, as well as sulfur-containing groups.

It should be noted that the goal of our simulations was simply to identify a putative iodide-binding pocket in hNIS to be compared with the homologous structure in hSMCT1. Our simulations cannot directly reveal iodide transport. Observing the effects of major conformational changes in the protein is precluded by the fact that the homology models were restrained to the inward-facing conformation during the simulations. However, the free energy results are consistent with a kinetic analysis of the G93T hNIS mutant performed by Paroder-Belenitsky et al.,^[@ref21]^ showing an important loss of iodide affinity (an approximately 18-fold higher *K*~m~) for the mutant as compared with the WT protein, which would correspond to an apparent free-energy difference of ≈2 kcal/mol.

Role of Residue 93/91 {#sec3.5}
---------------------

Residue 93 in hNIS was originally found to be mutated in patients affected with congenital hypothyroidism and shown by Paroder-Belenitsky et al.^[@ref21]^ to be important for iodide transport. However, neither it nor its homologue in hSMCT1 makes direct contact with the most favorable site for iodide in our simulations, lying at a distance \>8 Å. Thus, the effect of mutations at residue 93/91 appears to be indirect. [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B--D suggests that the two systems with glycine at residue 93/91 have W255/253 retracted from the pocket, while those with threonine at this position have a pocket partially occupied by the bulky tryptophan side chain. Therefore, we propose that a small glycine residue allows the tryptophan side chain to insert into the wall of the iodide-binding pocket ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}A), while a larger residue at position 93/91 expels the tryptophan into the interior space of this pocket ([Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}B). [Figure [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}C demonstrates that the positions of W255/253 in this figure are typical: W255/253 spends a majority of the time within 4.8 Å of G93/91 in hNIS WT and hSMCT1 T91G, while it is more than 7 Å from T93/91 in hNIS G93T and hSMCT1 WT.

![Role of residue 93 of hNIS and the homologous residue 91 of hSMCT1 in iodide binding. (A) In this simulation snapshot of hNIS WT, the tryptophan (W255) forms the wall of the putative iodide-binding pocket, making contact with G93. (B) In the hNIS G93T mutant, the steric bulk of the T93 side chain expels W255 into the pocket. (C) Histogram of the distance between the ring nitrogen of W255 (W253 in hSMCT1) and the C~α~ atom of the residue at position 93 (91 in hSMCT1).](ci-2017-00521e_0004){#fig5}

Standard Free Energies in Transporter Fragments {#sec3.6}
-----------------------------------------------

The free energy calculations described in the previous section do not yield absolute binding free energies because this requires the iodide to reach an appropriate reference state. To overcome this limitation, we performed free energy calculations using fragments of the proteins, illustrated in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A, in which the iodide could be brought from the putative binding site to a position in the solvent sufficiently far from the protein to serve as a reference state. Although the correspondence between the fragment systems and the full systems is only approximate, particularly with respect to the long-range effects of the electrostatic environment, the calculations with these fragments allow local interactions with the iodide binding site to be rigorously compared among the four systems. The same backbone restraints used for the full systems were used for the fragments, ensuring that the fragments did not unravel. The potentials of mean force as a function of distance from the putative binding site are shown in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B. In qualitative agreement with the calculations for the complete systems, hNIS WT exhibits the deepest free-energy minimum, while the minimum for hSMCT1 WT is the weakest. Consistent with the 3D free-energy map in [Figure [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, the free energy minima for hNIS G93T, hSMCT1 WT, and hSMCT1 T91G are displaced a few angstroms along the transition coordinate from the minimum in hNIS WT. It is notable that the free-energy barrier to exit the binding site for hNIS WT is much larger than for any of the other systems (13.3 ± 0.7 kcal/mol). Using the derivation of Limongelli et al.,^[@ref57]^ we estimated the standard binding free energies of iodide in the fragment systems, which are shown in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}. In the case of the hNIS systems, the results of this estimation are robust to the choice of integral limits in [eq [2](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}](#eq2){ref-type="disp-formula"}, as long as the global minima are included. However, for the hSMCT1 systems, the minima near the putative binding site are weak and the result is sensitive to the limits, particularly for hSMCT1 WT, where the global minimum occurs outside of the putative binding site at a distance of 7.9 Å along the transition coordinate. Limits of *a* = −0.9 Å and *b* = 4.0 Å were used in [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}. The calculations with the fragments seem to show that the iodide affinity for the hSMCT1 T91G mutant, while greater than that of the hSMCT1 WT, is significantly lower than that for hNIS G93T. On the other hand, the calculations with the full systems suggested similar affinities for the two mutants; however, as mentioned previously, direct comparison of the full-system results for hSMCT1 T91G and hNIS G93T may not be valid.

![Free energy calculations on fragments of wild-type hNIS, hSMCT1, and their mutants. (A) Structure of the fragment. The portion of the hNIS WT included in the fragment is shown in color (TM2, red; TM3, orange; TM7 green; TM11, blue) by broad ribbons, while the part not included is shown by thin gray ribbons. The position of lowest free energy for iodide is represented by a purple sphere, while the region to which the iodide was restrained during the calculation is shown as a transparent purple cylinder. (B) Free energy as a function of the position of iodide along the axis of the cylinder shown in panel A.](ci-2017-00521e_0005){#fig6}

Discussion {#sec4}
==========

To initiate comparisons between the hNIS and hSMCT1 transporters and pinpointing functionally conserved residues, we generated homology models of both proteins using exactly the same modeling protocol. Analysis of the available crystal structures of SSS family revealed that only the sodium/galactose transporter from *Vibrio parahemolyticus* (vSGLT)^[@ref27],[@ref65]^ has been elucidated to date. Therefore, we used vSGLT as the template for molecular modeling of hNIS and hSMCT1 structures. According to the alternating-access mechanisms, a transporter must be able to reach at least three distinctive states: an inward-facing, occluded and outward-facing conformation.^[@ref66]^ The available vSGLT structure adopts an inward-facing conformation; thus, the models built here represent such conformations of hNIS and hSMCT1, including 12 of the 13 transmembrane segments in which helices 2--6 and 7--11 are related by inherent pseudosymmetry. Interestingly, although the overall sequence identity between the vSGLT template and modeled proteins is only ∼20%, we demonstrate that all three proteins share common structural features. Here we further show in detail the underlying structural determinants of hNIS and hSMCT1 function.

Members of the SSS family use an inwardly directed sodium electrochemical gradient, generated and maintained by the Na^+^/K^+^ ATPase, to transport a diverse set of solutes such as sugars, amino acids, nucleosides, vitamins, or inorganic ions from the extracellular fluid into cells.^[@ref67]^ NIS and SMCT1 couple movement of sodium to the transport of iodide and monocarboxylates, respectively. However, their precise substrate binding and transport mechanisms await full elucidation. A variety of residues have been shown to be crucial for efficient coupling of sodium in protein members of the SSS family;^[@ref68]^ for example, conserved residues in TM1, TM2, and TM9 have been associated with the sodium binding in the PutP transporter^[@ref69],[@ref70]^ and residues in TM2 and TM9 are positioned appropriately to coordinate sodium in vSGLT.^[@ref27]^ For hNIS, the residues S66, D191, Q194, and Q263 in TM2, TM6, and TM7 have recently been associated with the sodium coordination at the Na2 site,^[@ref62]^ whereas Ser and Thr residues in TM9 were shown previously to be required to sodium binding and its translocation during substrate transport.^[@ref19]^ Our results, obtained using the hNIS and hSMCT1 models, reveal that equivalent OH-containing amino acids and glutamine residues in the segments TM2, TM6, TM7, and TM9 constitute a putative sodium-binding site and may participate in ion translocation in both proteins. The predicted sodium binding sites are highly conserved in hNIS and hSMCT1, including a threonine residue at position 354 and 352, respectively. In hNIS, T354 plays a key role in sodium-dependent transport of iodide.^[@ref19],[@ref20],[@ref71]^ Moreover, a T354P mutation of hNIS in the TM9 segment was identified in a patient who developed goitrous hypothyroidism.^[@ref20]^ Subsequent site-directed mutagenesis studies demonstrated the requirement for a hydroxy group at position 354 for hNIS function.^[@ref71]^ Thus, in hSMCT1, T352 may prove similarly critical for sodium-dependent transport. In PutP, a hydroxy moiety at position T341---equivalent to T354 in hNIS---was shown to be essential for sodium binding;^[@ref72]^ and an alanine mutation in S365 for vSGLT---also homologous to T354---completely abolished the sodium-dependent substrate transport.^[@ref27]^ Collectively, these observations support our predicted sodium binding pockets. A second sodium-binding site is expected to exist for both hNIS and hSMCT1, given that iodide transport in hNIS involves cotransport of two sodium ions^[@ref73],[@ref74]^ and that hSMCT1 has exhibited a 2:1 stoichiometry for sodium-substrate cotransport.^[@ref15]^ This second site remains unidentified. It should be noted that the conservation of residues involving the sodium binding site in hNIS and hSMCT1 was evaluated in all members of the SSS family, revealing important sodium-associated sequence motifs that are even conserved in other sodium-dependent protein families such as DASS and AbgT.^[@ref63],[@ref64]^ The fact that a similar pattern is found in three different families of proteins having highly divergent sequences overall, underscores the importance of these regions for function and the likelihood of their involvement in sodium binding.

With regard to iodide transport, experiments yielding a set of residues for which mutation leads to severe defects in NIS-mediated iodide uptake---namely, mutations situated in the transmembrane or intracellular segments---^[@ref3],[@ref75]^include the following: (1) mutants of the phosphorylated amino acid residue S43, T49, S227, T577, and S581,^[@ref76]^ (2) kinetic analysis of the extracellular charged H226 residue,^[@ref77]^ (3) deletions in the region spanning residues 234 to 280 of the TM7 segment,^[@ref78]^ (4) mutations of conserved charged amino acids in the extracellular region,^[@ref79]^ and (5) site-directed mutagenesis of the G93, W255, and Y259 residues^[@ref21]^ suggested by a G93R/T354P spontaneous mutation expressed in a patient with a diffuse goiter.^[@ref20]^ Based on the studies of Paroder-Belenitsky et al.,^[@ref21]^ we identified a putative iodide-binding pocket comprising transmembrane segments TM2, TM3, and TM7 in hNIS. Four aromatic residues F67, F87, W255, and Y259 within this binding region are conserved in hSMCT1 (F65, F85, W253, and Y257), allowing us to assume certain similarities in the specificity and the substrate transport mechanism between the two proteins. Aromatic residues play specialized roles for substrate transport in members of the LeuT family of sodium-solute symporters. For example, vSGLT and hSGLT1 exhibit a triad of aromatic residues that form part of an interactive network comprising their substrate and sodium binding sites.^[@ref80]^ Precisely, F67, F87, W255, and Y259 in hNIS and F65, F85, W253, and Y257 in hSMCT1 are homologous residues, suggesting conserved substrate binding pockets. In addition to the aromatic residues, our hNIS and hSMCT1 models also predict important roles for polar amino acids, including glutamine and threonine, in coordination of iodide. Our simulations seem to reveal a mechanism by which mutation of G93 in hNIS causes reduced iodide transport in experiment^[@ref21]^ and pathological effects observed in patients with congenital hypothyroidism.^[@ref20]^ Namely, mutation of G93 expels W255 into the iodide-binding site. Notably, our calculations suggest that the presence of a threonine residue at the corresponding position of hSMCT1 (T91) contributes a significant factor to its reduced ability to transport iodide relative to hNIS.

Computationally demanding MD simulations using the polarizable CHARMM Drude force field and the ABF free-energy calculation technique were performed to investigate iodide affinity in the predicted binding pockets of the hNIS and hSMCT1 models and to gain insight into hSMCT1's potential for apical iodide transport in thyroid. Recently, Cappet et al. demonstrated a high level of predictability to calculate binding free energy using homology models with very low identity (∼22%)^[@ref81]^ similar to levels found between hNIS, hSMCT1 and the vSGLT template. Moreover, it should be noted that the ABF method has been applied successfully in evaluations of substrate transport in transmembrane proteins,^[@ref82],[@ref83]^ whereas the Drude polarizable force field has shown superior accuracy in describing ion--protein interactions.^[@ref84]^ Iodide has the highest polarizability among common monatomic ions^[@ref85]^ and polarizability is particularly important in describing interactions between ions and tryptophan,^[@ref43]^ a residue located in the predicted iodide binding pockets. Using the CHARMM36^[@ref86]^ force field, which does not represent atomic polarizability, we support this assertion by demonstrating that the potential of mean force for iodide in the fragment of hNIS WT (analogous to those shown in [Figure [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B) does not possess a global minimum near the putative iodide binding site (see Figure S1, in the [SI](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jcim.7b00521/suppl_file/ci7b00521_si_001.pdf)).

Wild-type proteins and mutants with an interchange of G93 by threonine in hNIS and T91 by glycine in hSMCT1 were analyzed. For iodide in complex with WT hNIS, the PMF values reached an overall minimum in the region surrounding G93, whereas the G93T mutant showed a displacement of the predicted iodide binding pocket and a decrease in affinity. [Table [1](#tbl1){ref-type="other"}](#tbl1){ref-type="other"} suggests a decrease in affinity by a factor of 8 or 9 for this mutation, which roughly agrees with the 18-fold decrease in the apparent iodide affinity (*K*~m~) observed by Paroder-Belenitsky et al.^[@ref21]^ for mutations at position 93 of hNIS. With this validation of our methodology, we further evaluated the iodide interaction with WT hSMCT1, which exhibits a binding pocket comparable to hNIS, albeit with significantly lower iodide affinity. Moreover, an increase in iodide affinity was observed when the hSMCT1 iodide-binding pocket becomes more like that of hNIS through the T91G mutation. Nevertheless, additional structural elements likely are required for hSMCT1 to attain the high iodide affinity calculated for hNIS. Particularly, our structural analyses revealed that the orientation of homologous conserved aromatic residues W255/253 (in hNIS/hSMCT1) is a key factor in iodide affinity. Previous experimental studies have suggested important roles for aromatic residues in iodide binding, e.g. in an inhibitory anion-selective Cys-loop receptor, the glutamate-gated chloride channel α.^[@ref87]^ In addition, given that sodium binding is a required step in the transport cycle, it would be interesting to consider the effect of the presence of sodium in its binding site on the affinity of iodide for its putative site. Likely the addition of a positive charge to the protein would cause the iodide affinity to slightly increase. Taking the dielectric constant of the interior of the protein to be \>4^[@ref88]^ and the distance between the binding sites to be ≈15 Å, the change in the free energy should be in the range −5.5 \< ΔΔ*G* \< 0 kcal/mol.

The present work reveals much lower iodide affinity in the pocket of hSMCT1 analogous to the putative iodide-binding pocket of hNIS. While the calculations presented here have a number of limitations---the use of approximate homology models, representation of only the inward facing conformation, and the inability to exhibit conformational changes associated with the transport cycle, they suggest that hSMCT1 is unlikely to function as an iodide transporter comparable to hNIS. Indeed, one could hypothesize that any transport of iodide by hSMCT1 occurs by a qualitatively different path than the dominant iodide-transport mechanism of hNIS. On the other hand, the low affinity in the binding site that we have calculated for hSMCT1 may still be adequate for an apical iodide leak into the follicular lumen, in contrast to robust and highly specific hNIS transport activity required for intracellular iodide accumulation. Our study is envisioned to prove useful for better understanding iodide binding and transport by sodium-coupled cotransporters and providing a molecular basis to treat iodide-associated pathologies.

The Supporting Information is available free of charge on the [ACS Publications website](http://pubs.acs.org) at DOI: [10.1021/acs.jcim.7b00521](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/acs.jcim.7b00521).Figure comparing results of the Drude force field and a nonpolarizable force field. Figure indicating convergence of the ABF calculations for wild type and mutated hNIS and hSMCT1 proteins interacting with iodide ([PDF](http://pubs.acs.org/doi/suppl/10.1021/acs.jcim.7b00521/suppl_file/ci7b00521_si_001.pdf))
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SMCT1

:   Na^+^/monocarboxylate transporter 1

NIS

:   Na^+^/I^--^ symporter

SGLT

:   Na^+^/galactose transporter

SSS

:   sodium:solute symporter
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:   adaptive biasing force
